INSTALLATION
FINISHING AROUND ROOFLIGHTS
What you will need:
•
•
•
•

Flashing Tape
Tape Primer
Contact Adhesive
Cover Tape (if required)

•
•
•

Seam Roller
Penny Roller
Paint Brush/Mini Roller

Guide:

Rooflights need to be considered prior to the roof installation. If the rooflight is in situ, the
membrane will need to be prepared prior to installation. If the rooflight is not in situ, the membrane
can be adhered to the deck as usual (excluding the area where the rooflight will be placed).
When marking positions, the membrane must be kept aligned with all walls and other protrusions.
1.

Mark the position of the rooflight on the membrane drawing an “X”
inside the box.

2. Cut the “X” mark.
3.

If the rooflight is in-situ, either lift the membrane over the rooflight,
or cut a straight line from one corner to the nearest membrane edge.

4. The membrane can be adhered as usual.
5. Flap back the triangles of membrane created by the “X” cut.
6.

Trim the excess rubber so that it finishes 75mm below the top of the
skylight.

7.

Apply Contact Adhesive to the reverse of the flaps and the skylight
upstand.

8. Allow the adhesive to flash off until it is touch dry.
9.

Bond the membrane to the skylight upstands, rolling with a seam
roller to ensure a good bond.

Cut 4 pieces of Flashing Tape (one for each corner) to cover up to the
10. underside of the skylight lip and 75mm down onto the deck. Round
the bottom corners.
11. Mark the position for the Flashing Tape.
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12.

P2

Apply Tape Primer to the marked area on the membrane and
rooflight.

13. Allow the primer to flash off until it is touch dry.

14.

Install the Flashing Tape, working from the top down and stretch
onto the deck as required.

15. Roll with seam and penny rollers to ensure a good bond.

16.

Complete using the flashing kit supplied with the skylight or cut 4
pieces of Cover Tape, each 150mm longer than a side of the skylight.

17.

Apply Tape Primer to the sides of the rooflight and 75mm down onto
the membrane.

18. Allow the primer to flash off until it is touch dry.

Fit the Cover Tape from the top down so that it evenly covers the
19. edge of the membrane. 75mm should wrap around each corner of
the skylight.

20.

If you have created a slit in the membrane to fit it over the rooflight,
cut a piece of Cover Tape the length of the split.

20. Apply Tape Primer over the slit and minimum 75mm each side.
20. Allow the primer to flash off until it is touch dry.
20. Apply the Cover Tape and roller to create a strong bond.
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